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This environmental and social management system arrangement is a document of the 
borrower. The views expressed herein do not necessarily represent those of ADB's Board of 
Directors, Management, or staff; and may be preliminary in nature. 

 
In preparing any country program or strategy, financing any project, or by making any 
designation of or reference to a particular territory or geographic area in this document, the 
Asian Development Bank does not intend to make any judgments as to the legal or other status 
of any territory or area. 
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A. Background 
 
1. ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS) aims to promote sustainability of project 
outcomes by protecting the environment and people from projects' potential adverse impacts by 
avoiding adverse impacts of projects on the environment and affected people, where possible.1 
The SPS applies to all ADB-financed projects and project components and sets out the policy 
objectives, scope, triggers, principles and requirements for three key safeguard areas: 
 

(i) Environment; 
(ii) Involuntary Resettlement; and 
(iii) Indigenous Peoples 

 
2. ADB uses a classification system to reflect the significance of a project’s potential 
environmental impacts, involuntary resettlement, and indigenous people. 

 
3. For environmental impacts, a project’s category is determined by the category of its 
most environmentally sensitive component, including direct, indirect, cumulative, and induced 
impacts in the project’s area of influence. Each proposed project is scrutinized by its type, 
location, scale, sensitivity, and the magnitude of its potential environmental impacts. 

 
4. To be considered as “indigenous peoples” a socio-cultural group must possess the 
following four characteristics in varying degrees: 

 
(i) self-identification as member of a distinct indigenous cultural group and 

recognition of this identity by others; 
(ii) collective attachment to geographically distinct habitats or ancestral territories 

in the project area and to the natural resources in these habitats and territories; 
(iii) distinct customary, cultural, economic, social, or political institutions; and 
(iv) a distinct language different from the official language of the country or region. 

 
5. Such groups need to be both distinct and vulnerable to trigger application of the term 
indigenous peoples for ADB-supported projects. 

 
6. The SPS considers resettlement involuntary when the displaced persons have no right 
to refuse the land acquisition by the state that result in their displacement. The involuntary 
resettlement safeguards cover both full or partial, permanent or temporary physical (relocation 
arising from the loss of residential land or loss of shelter) and economic displacement (loss of 
land, assets, access to assets, income sources, or means of livelihoods) as a result of 
involuntary acquisition of land, or restrictions on land use or use of resources by communities 
living within and around legally protected areas. 

 
7. For all three safeguards, projects are assigned to one of the following three categories 
as shown in Table 1. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
1  ADB. 2009. ADB Safeguard Policy Statement. Manila. 

https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/institutional-document/32056/safeguard-policy-statement-june2009.pdf
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Table 1: ADB Safeguards Categorization 
Category 

(Risk Rating) 
Environmental 

Safeguards 
Involuntary Resettlement 

Safeguards 
Indigenous People 

Safeguards 

Category A (i) Significant adverse 
impacts; 

(ii) Prepare EIA and 
other additional 
studies as identified 
during due diligence; 

(iii) Comply with national 
laws 

(i) Significant IR impacts 
(200 or more persons); 

(ii) Prepare Resettlement 
Plan 

(iii) Comply with national 
laws 

(i) Significant impacts to 
indigenous peoples; 

(ii) Prepare IPP; 
(iii) Comply with national 

laws 

Category B (i) Less significant 
impacts; 

(ii) Prepare IEE; 
(iii) Comply with national 

laws 

(i) Insignificant IR 
impacts; 

(ii) Prepare Resettlement 
Plan; 

(iii) Comply with national 
laws 

(i) Insignificant impacts to 
indigenous peoples; 

(ii) Prepare IPP; 
(iii) Comply with national 

laws 

Category C (i) Minimal or no 
impacts; 

(ii) Comply with national 
laws 

(i) No impact; no 
requirement; 

(ii) Comply with national 
laws 

(i) No impact; no 
requirement; 

(ii) Comply with national 
laws 

EIA = environmental impact assessment, IEE = initial environmental examination, IR = involuntary resettlement, 
IPP = indigenous peoples plan. 
Source: ADB. 2009. Safeguard Policy Statement. Manila. 

 
8. Environment category FI. Where the proposed project involves the investment of ADB 
funds through a financial intermediary (FI), the financial intermediary is required to maintain an 
environmental and social management system unless all of the financial intermediary's business 
activities have minimal or no environmental impacts or risks. 
 
B. Objective of Environmental and Social Management System 
 
9. The primary objective of this Environmental and Social Management System (ESMS) 
is to guide Bhutan Development Bank (BDB) in screening and selecting subprojects, assessing 
and managing environmental and social impacts. BDB will ensure that: 
 

(i) all financed subprojects using the ADB’s FI loan are screened against the 
Prohibited Investment Activities List (PIAL) [Appendix 1] of the ADB’s SPS; 

 
(ii) all financed subprojects using the ADB’s FI loan are screened against the Negative 

List of Trade Regulations (2006) as issued by the country’s Ministry of Economic 
Affairs; 

 

(iii) all financed subprojects (collateral free loan under the group scheme) do not 
exceed the maximum subloan size of 500,000 Ngultrum (approximately $6,700); 

 

(iv) all financed subprojects using ADB loan with potential significant environmental 
and social impacts are categorized as Category A and B, thus excluded; and 

 
(v) all financed subprojects are reviewed and evaluated against all other national 

laws, regulations and standards on environment, health, safety, involuntary 
resettlement and land acquisition, indigenous peoples, and physical cultural 
resources. 
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C. Safeguard Categorization of Bhutan Development Bank’s Sample Subprojects 
 
10. A total of five sample subprojects that BDB has funded were screened and categorized. 
All the subloans are below Nu1 million. These included loans for a restaurant, fencing, dairy 
farm, commercial vegetable cultivation, and manufacturing hollow bricks. The nature of these 
subprojects includes small-scale renovation and construction, purchase of materials or 
equipment, and capital investment (i.e., for employees’ salary, associated business permits, etc.) 
to start-up the business. 
 
11. Based on the screening checklists and the available information on the subprojects, the 
sample subprojects are all categorized as Category C for all safeguard areas, with minimal or 
no impacts. 
 

Table 2: Categorization of Sample Subprojects 
No. Purpose of Loan Environment 

Risk 
Involuntary 

Resettlement 
Indigenous 

People 
Remarks 

1 Establish restaurant 
business through 
purchase of furniture, 
appliances (television, 
cooking equipment) 
and food items 

C C C Comply with 
national laws 

2 Fencing of farmland 
which involves 
purchase of barbed 
wire, wood nails, 
transportation, and 
labor charges 

C C C Comply with 
national laws 

3 Establishment of dairy 
farm through the 
purchase of eight 
dairy 
cows 

C C C Comply with 
national laws 

4 Commercial vegetable 
cultivation (purchase of 
pipes, sprinklers and 
other farm equipment, 
other farm inputs, and 
labor costs) 

C C C Comply with 
national laws 

5 Purchase of semi- 
automatic concrete 
block-making machine, 
equipment, and raw 
materials for the 
manufacturing hollow 
and cement concrete 
bricks 

C C C Comply with 
national laws 

Source: Bhutan Development Bank. 
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D. Environmental and Social Safeguard Regulatory Framework in Bhutan 
 

Table 3: Key National Regulatory Framework related to Environmental and Social 
Safeguards 

The Constitution of the 
Kingdom of Bhutan 

Under Article 4, the state is required to protect and promote the cultural 
heritage of the country, which includes monuments, places, objects, 
religious sites, language, literature, music and art. 
 
According to Article 5, it is the fundamental duty of every citizen to 
contribute to the protection of the natural environment. 

Environmental protection 
and assessment Acts 2000 

The environmental assessment of projects is based on the Environmental 
Assessment Act of 2000, the National Environment Protection Act and 
the Regulation for Environmental Clearance of Projects in 2002. The two 
Acts established procedures for the assessment of potential effects of 
strategic plans, policies, programs, and projects on the environment, and 
for the determination of policies and measures to reduce potential 
adverse effects and to promote environmental benefits. It makes 
environmental clearance mandatory for any project/activity that may have 
adverse impacts on the environment. 

The Forest 
and Nature 
Conservation 
Act 1995 

The Act and the Forest and Nature Conservation Rules and Regulations 
2006 (amended in 2017), laid out the permissible norms, guidelines, 
requirements, criteria for establishment and management of the various 
categories of forest, land allotment, lease of forest land, compensation, 
harvesting, transport, use and sale and trade in forest products, applicable 
royalties, resin tapping, fishing, research, use of timber, firewood, various 
types of construction, timber auction, wildlife conservation and soil and 
water conservation. 

Cordeyceps collection 
and sale 2004 

The Royal Government of Bhutan legalized the harvesting of cordeyceps 
in 2004. Collection of the species is banned all year, except during the 
month of June, when permits are issued by the Department of Forest and 
Park Services to the highlander community, specifically to communities 
from 18 gewogs within eight dzongkhags or districts. 

The Biodiversity Act 2003 This act ensures the conservation and sustainable use of the biochemical 
and genetic resources, recognizes and protects traditional knowledge, 
innovation and practices of local communities associated with 
biodiversity. 

Land Act of Bhutan 1979 
(amended in 2007) 

The primary legal instrument for Land Acquisition and Resettlement in 
Bhutan is the Land Act of Bhutan 1979 (amended in 2007), which 
regulates ownership, sale and compensation payable by the government 
when land is acquired for public interest. 

The Water Act 2011 The Water Act sets water quality standards and guidelines and effluent 
discharge standards for discharge of certain substances into water 
resources. 

The Local Government Act 
2009 

The Local Government Act of Bhutan, 2009, empowers decision-making 
bodies such as the (i) Dzongkhag Tshogdu (district council); (ii) Gewog 
Tshogde (sub-district council); and (iii) Thromde Tshogde (municipal 
council) to ensure the provision of such social and economic services for 
the general well-being of the residents of the communities in a 
sustainable and equitable manner. 

The Pesticide Act of 
Bhutan 2000 

The Pesticides Rules and Regulations of Bhutan, 2019 and the Pesticide 
Guidelines, 2019, govern the import and manufacture of bio-pesticides, 
import of synthetic pesticides and use, packaging, labeling, transport, 
sale and disposal of pesticides. 
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The Waste 
Prevention and 
Management Act 
2009 

The Waste Prevention and Management Act 2009 ensures the reduction 
of waste generation at source, promotes the segregation, reuse, 
recycling, recovery, pretreatment and environmentally sound disposal of 
wastes (especially disposal of hazardous waste). 

The Rural Construction 
Rules 2013 

Under the Rural Construction Rules 2013, all constructions, including 
development of sites and change of land use, require prior written 
approval of the Dzongkhag Administration, processed through the 
respective Gewog Administrations. 

The Labour and 
Employment Act 2007 

The Labour and Employment Act, 2007 governs employment and 
occupational health and safety (OHS), including physical or mental 
health problems related to work. 

 
E. Review of Bhutan Development Bank’s Operations 
 
12. Incorporated by Royal Charter in 1988, BDB is a registered domestic development bank 
that provides credit to rural farmers with the objective of enhancing farmer’s income and 
improving the living standard of rural communities. The nationwide credit program includes 
seasonal, small, and medium-term loans, with field officers visiting farmers and assisting in loan 
disbursement, collection, deposit and withdrawal, through the Farmers Outreach Banking facility. 
 
13. Typical loans below Nu1 million are sanctioned for a range of activities such as dairy, 
livestock farming, repair and maintenance of farms, commercial crop cultivation, retail and 
wholesale business, small hotels, restaurants, agro-processing, tourism, commercial housing, 
construction, manufacturing, consultancy, transport and service loans. 
 
14. In addition to rural financing, BDB also provides micro, small and medium financial 
services for agricultural, commercial, and industrial enterprises and agro-based ventures, 
technical and advisory services, and mobilizes external and internal funds for investments. 
 
15. BDB has a clear administration and financial capacity to conduct loan appraisal and 
sanctions and has experience in project management. However, BDB does not have a system 
to assess or manage environmental and social performance of subprojects. 
 
16. During BDB’s sub-loan appraisal, a clearance certificate from the National Environment 
Commission (NEC) is required, but there is no criterion to determine where this is applicable. The 
project appraisal process is primarily focused on the applicants’ security or collateral, credit 
history, repayment, source of income, cash flow, expenses, market, personal skills/traits, and a 
SWOT analysis (Strengths, Weakness, Opportunities and Threats). 
 
17. During project appraisal at the branch office, the officer visits the project site based on 
which the appraisal report is prepared. For rural areas, recommendation by the Tsogpa (village) 
representative and village head is optional. In some cases, the application is accompanied by a 
letter of endorsement by the relevant organizations. From the branch office, it is forwarded to the 
regional office for further approval if the loan amount beyond the sanctioning authority. If 
required, the regional project officer may visit the project site or seek additional information from 
branch office prior to taking a decision on the loan. 
 
18. Although BDB has an Environmental and Social Safeguard Policy, current BDB’s credit 
appraisal do not include environmental and social safeguards screening, and BDB does not have 
environmental and social safeguards staff and does not have a system to (i) screen projects based 
on environmental or social safeguards, (ii) monitor project compliance in case of such impacts, or 
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(iii) advise its clients on the environmental or social risks associated with project financing.2 
 
F. Environmental and Social Management System for Bhutan Development Bank 
 
19. For the ADB project, BDB will establish an appropriate ESMS, suitable to the nature and 
risks of its likely future portfolio, to be maintained as part of its overall management system. The 
ESMS will meet both national laws as well as ADB's requirements. ADB will hold the BDB 
accountable for managing the environmental and social risks of its subprojects. 
 
20. The focus of the ESMS will be on the subprojects likely to be financed by ADB, which 
includes subprojects up to Nu500,000 under the non-collateral-based group loans. The 
subprojects above the maximum loan ceiling are ineligible for financing under the ADB project. 
 

1. Environmental and social management procedures 
 

a. Step 1: Subproject eligibility screening 
 
21. ADB will not finance projects involving business activities included in the Prohibited 
Investment Activities List (PIAL, Appendix 1) and Negative List of Trade Regulations (2006) 
issued by the Ministry of Finance (including any updates thereto) (Appendix 2). Therefore, upon 
receipt of any proposals for a subloan, it must be screened against the PIAL and the Negative 
List of the Trade Regulations 2006. If the project involves a prohibited activity on the PIAL, or the 
negative list, without special approval, the client must be informed that the subproject is not 
eligible for financing. 
 

b. Step 2: Environmental and social screening 
 
22. If the proposal does not involve any activities in the prohibited or negative list, the proposal 
must be screened to determine whether there are any (i) potential environmental impacts, (ii) 
indigenous people living in the project area, and (iii) involuntary resettlement impacts and risks. 
The three checklists are as follows: 
 

(i) Rapid Environmental Assessment checklist (Appendix 3), 
(ii) Involuntary Resettlement screening checklist (Appendix 4), and 
(iii) Indigenous Peoples screening checklist (Appendix 5) 

 
23. The screening exercise will 

(i) identify potential (physical, biological, social, cultural) issues specific to the area 
(in and around the project site); 

(ii) determine land ownership, the need for land transactions and possible impacts on 
livelihoods due to land acquisition either from public or state owned or private 
land; and; 

(iii) identify whether there are vulnerable groups in the area that requiring special 
attention and that might be impacted by the project. 

 

24. These checklists will be prepared by a BDB credit officer in consultation with the client 
during the field visit and will be verified by the relevant officials based on sanctioning authority. 
 
 

 
2  Bhutan Development Bank. 2020. Environmental and Social Safeguard Policy. Thimphu. 
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c. Step 3: Project categorization as per ADB Safeguard Policies 
 

(i) Project categorization for environmental impacts 
 
25. Category A. If the subproject activity is located within or in close proximity to sensitive 
locations such as critical habitats, specially protected areas, biological corridors or historical, 
religious and cultural sites (Dzongs, lhakhangs, chortens or neys), or if the nature of the business 
or activities results in high environmental impacts, it can be categorized as A and will be ineligible 
for financing. 
 
26. Category B. If the subproject activity is located outside sensitive locations such as 
specially protected areas, reserves, historical, religious and cultural sites (dzongs, lhakhangs, 
chortens or neys), but the nature of the business or activities proposed will cause some 
environmental impacts that need to be mitigated and need an initial environmental examination 
(IEE), it can be categorized as B and will be ineligible for financing. 
 
27. Category C. If the subproject activities are not in close proximity to any environmentally 
sensitive areas or religious or cultural sites, and there are no environmental impacts or potential 
environmental impacts are low or minimal and very temporary (less than a few months), it can be 
categorized as C. 
 

(ii) Project categorization for involuntary resettlement 
 
28. Category A. Significant impact where more than 200 persons (not households) are 
physically displaced from housing or lose 10% or more of their productive (income generating) 
assets. If the subproject is category A, the subproject is not eligible for financing. 
 
29. Category B. Involuntary resettlement impacts are deemed not significant but it is not 
eligible for financing. 
 
30. Category C. No involuntary resettlement impacts are foreseen. No safeguard actions are 
required. 
 

(iii) Project categorization for indigenous people 
 
31. Category A. Likely to have significant impacts. When impacts in any of the areas are 
adverse and widespread at the community or sub-community (rather than individual or household) 
level, they are generally rated significant (category A). It is not eligible for financing. 
 
32. Category B. Likely to have limited impacts affecting only a few individuals or households, 
but it is not eligible for financing. 
 
33. Category C. Expected to have no impacts. No further action required. 
 
34. Only the subprojects that are category C for environment, indigenous people and 
involuntary resettlement are eligible for financing under the project. 
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Table 4: Subproject Eligibility for Financing 
 Environmental Categorization IR Categorization IP Categorization 

A Significant environmental 
impacts; EIA required – Not 
eligible for financing 

Significant IR impacts (200 
or more persons); RP 
required - Not eligible for 
financing 

Significant impacts; IPP 
required - Not eligible for 
financing 

B Less significant, site specific 
environmental impacts with few 
irreversible impacts; IEE  required; 
RGOB environmental clearance 
required from competent 
authority - Not eligible for 
financing 

Insignificant IR impacts; RP 
required - Not eligible for 
financing 

Insignificant impacts; IPP 
required - Not eligible for 
financing 

C Minimal or no impact; compliance 
with national laws and regulations 
required 

No impact; no requirement No impact; no requirement 

EIA = environmental impact assessment, IEE = initial environmental examination, IR = involuntary resettlement, 
IPP = indigenous peoples plan, RGOB = Royal Government of Bhutan, RP = Resettlement Plan. 
Source: Bhutan Development Bank. 

 
35. Aside from ADB’s PIAL and the Negative List, the subprojects will be checked against “List 
of Activities Not Requiring Environmental Clearance (List A)” (Appendix 6) and “List of Activities 
that the Competent Authorities shall Screen and Issue Environmental Clearance (List B)” 
(Appendix 7). The following steps must be followed during screening: 
 

(i) If the project is included in List A, no environmental clearance is required 
(category C for ADB). 

(ii) If the project is not included in List A, but included in List B, the subproject will 
not be eligible for financing under the ADB project. 

(iii) If the project requires more than an IEE, the project falls within Category A which 
is not eligible for financing. 

(iv) If the project is categorized as A (significant impact) or B (insignificant impact) 
for both IR and IP, then the project is not eligible for financing. 

 
d. Step 4: Site visit to review and verify categorization 

 
36. As required for appraisal, the branch credit officer will conduct during the site visit and 
the Farmers’ Outreach Banking and as and when required to review and verify the categorization 
of the subproject as per three screening checklists (Environment, IP and IR) and the subproject 
selection criteria in Appendix 7, following the procedures shown in Figure 1. The visit will also 
allow the project officer to verify the ownership of the land, location and the proximity of the site 
to environmental or culturally sensitive sites or structures, and to confirm that there are no 
individuals and groups of people who may be differentially or disproportionately affected by the 
subproject because of their disadvantaged or vulnerable status. 
 

(i) If the categorization is appropriate, subproject appraisal report is prepared by the 
officer as per BDB procedures. 

(ii) If the categorization is incorrect, project categorization is revisited and accordingly 
the subproject is determined eligible or ineligible for financing. 

 
37. The verified categorization should be submitted to BDB’s environmental and social 
safeguard unit (ESSU) for confirmation. 



 

 
 

FOB = farmers’ outreach banking, IP = indigenous people, IR = involuntary resettlement, PIAL = prohibited investment activities list, REA = rapid 
environmental assessment.  

 

Figure 1: Environmental and Social Safeguards Screening Process for Loan Approval under ADB Financing 
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2. Compliance monitoring and reporting 
 
38. BDB will ensure that screening checklists, associated permits, any grievance redress- 
related documents are systematically recorded. These documents will be made available 
during ADB review missions. ADB will conduct periodic review missions which may include 
review of screening checklists and site visits to sample subprojects to ensure that only 
category C subprojects are financed through the ADB loan. While no annual monitoring report 
is required to be submitted to ADB, BDB may generate an annual report for its own record-
tracking. Suggested scope for the annual report is in Appendix 8. On the ADB project’s 
completion stage, BDB will confirm that subprojects with limited or no environmental impacts, 
and no impacts on involuntary resettlement and indigenous peoples, have been financed 
through the ADB loan. 
 

3. Public consultation 
 
39. Although only category C subprojects will be financed, for small-scale construction 
subprojects which may have minimal environmental impacts, meaningful consultations with 
potentially affected people and other concerned stakeholders (as necessary) will be 
conducted. 
 
40. Such consultations must begin during subproject preparation stage. It should be 
gender inclusive, as well as inclusive of various segments of the affected community. It must 
be undertaken in an atmosphere free of intimidation or coercion. The consultation process 
and its results are to be documented by the sub-borrower. 
 

4. Grievance redressal mechanism 
 
41. There is no grievance redress mechanism (GRM) under the national regulations, 
especially for the affected people, communities or for environmental related grievances. 
Although the subprojects are limited to category C, there is still a possibility of receiving 
complaints on environment, involuntary resettlement, and indigenous peoples. ADB requires 
BDB to establish and maintain a GRM to receive and facilitate resolution of concerns, 
complaints, queries and grievances about the subproject’s environmental and social 
performance to ensure that any subproject- related complaints are systematically channeled 
and facilitated. A single GRM can be used to cover the three safeguards areas. 
 
42. A formal subproject GRM must be developed and maintained within the ESMS. The 
aim is to provide a systematic, transparent, and timely process for receiving, evaluating, and 
addressing affected peoples subproject-related complaints and grievances. The GRM will be 
open to all subproject affected people, regardless of the nature of their complaint using an 
understandable and transparent process that is gender responsive, culturally appropriate, and 
readily accessible to all segments of the affected people at no costs and without retribution. 
 
43. A complaint may be registered by stakeholders who may be directly or indirectly 
affected by the subproject. A representative may also register on behalf of the affected person 
or group. Provided that the representative is identified by the affected person or group and 
submits evidence of the authority to act on their behalf. A complaint can be submitted by mail, 
e-mail, text message, or personal appearance at a BDB branch office. 
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Figure 2: Grievance Redressal Framework 

 
44. Grievance redress can be activated in several ways by the complainant. 
 

(i) Option A. File all complaints through the BDB ESMS framework, from the branch 
office (level 1), via regional office (level 2) to the head office (level 3); 

 

(a) Level 1. The complainant files a grievance against a subproject to branch 
officer. The branch office is required to resolve complaints against the client 
within 10 working days of receipt of the complaint. The office will receive, 
acknowledge and record all complaints received (including contact details 
of the complainant, date the complaint was received, nature of grievance), 
take actions or decisions to address the grievance, and provide feedback 
to the complainant, via writing (so that a record is maintained). 

 
(b) Level 2. If the complainant is not satisfied with the action taken or if the 

branch office is not able to resolve the grievance within 10 working days, it 
will be forwarded to the regional office, where the case will be reviewed, 
further information and clarification will be sought from the branch office if 
necessary. A feedback will be provided to the complainant within 10 
working days, and the action will be documented. 

 
(c) Level 3. If the regional office is not able to resolve the case within 10 

working days, it will be forwarded to the head office, wherein the same 
process will be followed and the grievance will be addressed within 10 
working days. In total, if the case is not resolved at any level, it should take 
only a month to resolve all grievances. 

 

(ii) Option B. File a written complaint via the gewog office to the Dzongkhag 
Environment Officer, which will follow due national processes to resolve the 
complaint. 

(iii) Option C. The complainant may seek redress through the country’s legal system 
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or administrative remedies at any point in the grievance process. 

 
(iv) Option D. The complainant may consider negotiation with client informally based 

on established customary norm of the community if still practiced. 

 
(v) Option E. ADB’s accountability mechanism. If the complainant is not satisfied 

with the above options, the complainant may resort to ADB’s Accountability 
Mechanism at any stage of the subproject. Before submitting a complaint to the 
Accountability Mechanism, it is recommended that affected people make a good 
faith effort to resolve their problems by working with the ADB Resident Mission 
operations department. Only after doing that, and if they are still dissatisfied, they 
could approach the Accountability Mechanism. 

 
45. The public will be informed of the GRM via the BDB webpage. This information will include 
information on the designation, e-mail address, phone and mobile number of the grievance focal 
person (credit officer) with a simplified flowchart on how the grievance process works. The ADB 
Accountability Mechanism information will be included in the GRM information. 
 
46. The regional office will compile information on complaints received and resolved or 
forwarded to head office for enforcement every quarter (if there any grievances) or semi-annually 
(if there are no grievances). 
 

5. Organizational responsibilities, resources and capacity 
 
47. BDB will establish a dedicated ESSU to implement the ESMS within the Credit Department 
at the BDB head office. ESSU will be responsible for all aspects of environmental and social 
safeguards from policy to ensuring implementation of the ESMS by the regional and branch 
offices. ESSU will also ensure the establishment and management of the GRM, disclosure 
requirements (if it will be required during implementation), and safekeeping of subloan screening 
documents including associated permits. ESSU must also work with the management to ensure 
that adequate resources have been committed to allow for the effective implementation of the 
ESMS policy and procedures including the GRM. 
 
48. ESSU should be filled with by a competent environment and social safeguards officer who 
has a good understanding of national environmental regulations and procedures for seeking 
environmental clearance from the Competent Authority as well as ADB’s environmental and social 
safeguard requirements. ESSU will also need to keep updated on new developments of ADB 
guidelines and policies, as well as amendments to national regulations and modify the ESMS 
procedures and requirements accordingly. 
 

49. The ESMS will be implemented by the branch managers, regional officers, and the 
environment and social safeguards officer in the head office. The consultant will assist BDB in the 
implementation of ESMS. 

 
50. At the branch office, the credit officer will need to be trained to carry out screening and 
categorization of subprojects as per the safeguard requirements, ensure that all relevant 
clearances are obtained, incorporate environmental and social aspects into the subproject 
appraisal reports, conduct compliance monitoring and address grievances. 
 

51. At the regional level, the officer reviewing the loan must ensure that due screening 
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processes have been followed prior to loan sanction and that compliance and monitoring of 
approved subprojects is being carried out. 
 

Table 5: Environmental and Social Management System Responsibilities at 
Bhutan Development Bank 

Office Responsibilities 

Head office 
(Environmental 
and Social 
Safeguard 
Unit) 

• Institutionalize the ESMS within the existing institutional framework of 
BDB 

• Communication of BDB’s policy to external investors/partners/clients as 
well as internally 

• Develop a system to ensure public disclosure of BDB’s subprojects 
wherever applicable and communicate and disclose information to 
affected communities (as needed) 

• Keep updated on new developments of ADB guidelines and policies, as 
well as national regulations and modify the ESMS procedures and 
requirements accordingly 

• Prepare and disseminate a simplified ESMS manual 

• Institutionalize the GRM 

• Record all grievances at the head office level and resolve grievances that 
could not be resolved at regional level 

Regional office • Review subproject screening and categorization process carried 
out by branch officers 

• Ensure adequate public consultation and disclosure (as needed) and 
grievance redress for subprojects sanctioned 

• Compile environmental monitoring reports from branch offices and 
submit to head office for submission to ADB 

• Record all grievances and resolve grievances that could not be resolved 
at the branch level 

Branch office • Follow subproject screening and categorization procedures 

• Conduct field visit to verify screening and categorization 

• Ensure all necessary/required documentation and sectoral clearances 
(see Appendix 7) are produced and kept prior to loan sanction 

• Conduct periodic subproject compliance monitoring 

• Report non-compliance to regional office if not resolved at branch level 

• Resolve grievances at subproject level and maintenance of grievance 
register 

ADB = Asian Development Bank, BDB = Bhutan Development Bank, ESMS = environmental and social management 
system. 
Source: Bhutan Development Bank. 

 

6. Training needs 
 
52. To successfully implement the ESMS, staff must be trained appropriately. It is advisable 
to conduct training in a progressive manner as follows: 
 

(i) The initial introductory training to raise participants’ awareness about ADB 
safeguard policies and national policies and an introduction to the ESMS and 
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GRM; 
(ii) the second part focusing on implementation of the ESMS; and 
(iii) the third training which could be conducted after a period of six months of the 

ESMS implementation, by which time, training on specific 
issues/knowledge/skills required may be identified. 

 
53. Training for regional and branch managers must include: 
 

(i) ADB safeguard policies, 
(ii) relevant national regulations, and 
(iii) implementation of the ESMS and GRM. 

 
54. Training for branch officer/loan managers must include: 
 

(i) screening using the Rapid Environmental Assessment (REA), IR and IP 
categorization of subprojects as per environmental, IP and IR; and 

(ii) GRM. 
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PROHIBITED INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES LIST 

 
The following do not qualify for Asian Development Bank financial intermediary financing: 
 
(i) production or activities involving harmful or exploitative forms of forced labor1 or child 

labor;2 
(ii) production of or trade in any product or activity deemed illegal under host country laws or 

regulations or international conventions and agreements or subject to international 
phaseouts or bans, such as (a) pharmaceuticals,3 pesticides, and herbicides,4 (b) ozone- 
depleting substances,5 (c) polychlorinated biphenyls6 and other hazardous chemicals,7 
(d) wildlife or wildlife products regulated under the Convention on International Trade in 
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora,8 and (e) transboundary trade in waste or 
waste products;9 

(iii) production of or trade in weapons and munitions, including paramilitary materials; 
(iv) production of or trade in alcoholic beverages, excluding beer and wine;10 
(v) production of or trade in tobacco;10 
(vi) gambling, casinos, and equivalent enterprises;10 
(vii) production of or trade in radioactive materials,11 including nuclear reactors and 

components thereof; 
(viii) production of, trade in, or use of unbonded asbestos fibers;12 
(ix) commercial logging operations or the purchase of logging equipment for use in primary 

tropical moist forests or old-growth forests; and 
(x) marine and coastal fishing practices, such as large-scale pelagic drift net fishing and fine 

mesh net fishing, harmful to vulnerable and protected species in large numbers and 
damaging to marine biodiversity and habitats. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

1  Forced labor means all work or services not voluntarily performed, that is, extracted from individuals under threat of 
force or penalty. 

2  Child labor means the employment of children whose age is below the host country’s statutory minimum age of 
employment or employment of children in contravention of International Labor Organization Convention No. 138 
“Minimum Age Convention” (www.ilo.org). 

3  A list of pharmaceutical products subject to phaseouts or bans is available at http://www.who.int. 
4  A list of pesticides and herbicides subject to phaseouts or bans is available at http://www.pic.int. 
5  A list of the chemical compounds that react with and deplete stratospheric ozone resulting in the widely publicized 

ozone holes is listed in the Montreal Protocol, together with target reduction and phaseout dates. Information is 
available at http://www.unep.org/ozone/montreal.shtml. 

6  A group of highly toxic chemicals, polychlorinated biphenyls are likely to be found in oil -filled electrical transformers, 
capacitors, and switchgear dating from 1950 to 1985. 

7  A list of hazardous chemicals is available at http://www.pic.int. 
8  A list is available at http://www.cites.org. 
9  As defined by the Basel Convention; see http://www.basel.int. 
10 This does not apply to subproject sponsors who are not substantially involved in these activities. Not substantially 

involved means that the activity concerned is ancillary to a subproject sponsor's primary operations. 
11 This does not apply to the purchase of medical equipment, quality control (measurement) equipment, and any 

equipment for which ADB considers the radioactive source to be trivial and adequately shielded. 
12 This does not apply to the purchase and use of bonded asbestos cement sheeting where the asbestos content is 

less than 20%. 

http://www.ilo.org/
http://www.who.int/
http://www.pic.int/
http://www.unep.org/ozone/montreal.shtml
http://www.pic.int/
http://www.cites.org/
http://www.basel.int/
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NEGATIVE LIST OF THE TRADE REGULATIONS 2006 

(Ministry of Economic Affairs) 
 

1. Arms and Ammunition 

2. Chemicals and fertilizers 

3. Drugs and pharmaceutical products 

4. Narcotics and psychotropic drugs and substances 

5. Alcohol and alcoholic beverages 

6. Explosives and explosive devices 

7. Gold and silver in excess of free allowance 

8. Industrial and toxic waste and residues 

9. Live animals and their products or by-products 

10. Plants and plant materials 

11. Plastic packing materials as notified by Ministry of Trade & Industry 

12. Wireless and remote sensing telecommunication and broadcasting 
equipment 

13. Petroleum, oil and Lubricant products 

14. Antiques and any other items as specified by the Royal Government. 

15. Raw hides and skins 

16. Pornography and pornographic materials. 

17. Tabaco and tabacco products 

18. Camouflage garments 

19. Used or secondhand machinery, vehicles, equipment and parts thereof 

20. Ozone depleting substances (ODS) and ODS based equipment 

21. Any other goods which are restricted by any other laws and regulations 
in force. 
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RAPID ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST 

 
PART 1 – to be filled by BDB Credit Officer in consultation with subborrower for each 

subproject: 
 

 Basic Information 

1 Name of branch 
Name of the sub-borrower 

 

2 Location/full address:  

3 Nature and scope of 
business: (which sub/sector, 
mainly sale or production or 
research and development or 
others? If a combination, rough 
%?) 

 

4 Designed (production) 
capacity: 
(per year and/or per day; if not 
applicable, need to explain 
here) 

 

5 Actual capacity or scale: 
(per year and/or per day; Briefly 
explain the difference with the 
designed capacity or scale) 

 

6 Main product(s): 
Describe briefly the name, main 
usage, chemical or biochemical 
composition etc. 

 

7  
Profile of employees 

Male  

Female  

Total  

8 Other information  
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 Subproject basics  

9 Amount of loan requested: 

In local currency 

 

10 Intended use of the loan: 

Briefly describe if it is for new 

line of business/production, 

expansion or upgrade/rehab 

existing business /production or 

other uses? 

 

11 Tech. process(es): 

If applicable, provide simple 

flowchart to show main input of 

materials, water, energy (heat, 

steam or fuels etc.), output of 

intermediate and final products. 

 

12 List wastes the subproject 

will generate (where relevant): 

Provide estimate their amount if 

you can per year or per day etc. 

Gaseous 

emissions 

 

Wastewater  

Solid waste  

Hazardous 

waste 

 

Noise  

13 Planned method of waste 

disposal/management 

Gaseous 

emissions 

 

Wastewater  

Solid waste  

Hazardous 

waste 

 

14 Other relevant information   

Proposed Categorization: A  B  C  Remarks:    

 
Signature of BDB Credit Officer,  Branch Date 
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PART 2 – to be filled by BDB Credit Officer in consultation with subborrower for each 

subproject 
 

 Existing business and facilities (if applicable) 

1 Is it in prohibited, phased out or 
discouraged sub/sector by 
national, provincial or local 
policy? 

 

2 Is it in prohibited, phased out or 
discouraged sub/sector 
according to BDB’s internal 
guidelines/checklist? 

 

3 What environmental clearance or 
permit it has? obtained when? 

 

4 Validity period and the issuing 
authority of environment related 
clearance, approval and permits 

Validity 
Period………………………………………………… 

 
Authority……………………………………………… 

 Subproject requesting loan  

5 What environmental clearance 
and permits are required 
domestically? 

 

6 Status of such clearance /permit: 
Not start, in process or received 

 

7 If received, provide validity and 
issuing authority 

Validity 
period………………………………………………… 

 
Authority 
………………………………………………………… 

8 What environmental documents 
were prepared for domestic 
clearance? BDB received a 
copy? 

 

9 Other relevant information  

10 Has its siting been screened 
(see part 3 below)? what is 
conclusion on risks posed by its 
siting? 

 

11 Conclusion of the screening 

(Categorization) 

Endorsed Categorization: A  B  C  

Remarks:      
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PART 3 – To be filled by BDB Chief Manager or Branch Manager 

After completing Part 1-2, subprojects that fall to category B-C should be further screened by the list 
below about its siting which contributes to its potential environmental-social risks thus category. 
 

Sensitive receptors and/or protected areas 
Include but are not limited to: 

If inside these 
areas, please 

provide details 

If outside, 
where and how 

far from 
its 

boundary? 
Critical habitat and natural habitat as defined by ADB 
Safeguard Policy Statement, world natural or cultural 
heritage sites, officially designated nature reserves, 
forest park, geo-park, important wetland, key habitats 
for wildlife, reproduction area of protected flora, 
spawning, feeding, wintering ground and migrating 
route for key aquatic life, estuary, mangrove 

  

Designated basic farmland, basic grassland, 
scenic area/park, drinking water source protective 
zone, oceanic special protective zones, natural 
fishery ground, key zone for water and soil erosion 
control, closure zone for desertification etc. 

  

Areas with main function as residential, health and 
medical, cultural, educational, research and 
development, and offices as well as physical cultural 
resources/relics, airports, airfields or military 
bases/zones etc. 

  

Endorsed by: 

Branch Office Credit Officer or Assistant 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

Name 

Approved 
by: 

Signatur
e 

Date 

Chief Manager or Branch Manager 

Name Signatur
e 

Date 
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INVOLUNTARY RESETTLEMENT SCREENING CHECKLIST 
 

Name of Branch Office: 

 

 
Name of Sub-borrower: 
 

 
Location: 
 
 
 

Probable Involuntary Resettlement Effects Yes No 
Not 

Known 
Remarks 

Involuntary Acquisition of Land 

1. Will there be land acquisition? 
    

2. Is the site for land acquisition known? 
    

3. Is the ownership status and current usage of 

land to be acquired known? 

    

4. Will easement be utilized within an existing 

Right of Way (ROW)? 

    

5. Will there be loss of shelter and residential land 

due to land acquisition? 

    

6. Will there be loss of agricultural and other 

productive assets due to land acquisition? 

    

7. Will there be losses of crops, trees, and fixed 

assets due to land acquisition? 

    

8. Will there be loss of businesses or enterprises 

due to land acquisition? 

    

9. Will there be loss of income sources and means 

of livelihoods due to land acquisition? 

    

Involuntary restrictions on land use or on access to legally designated parks 

and protected areas 

10. Will people lose access to natural resources, 

communal facilities and services? 

    

11. If land use is changed, will it have an adverse 

impact on social and economic activities? 
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12. Will access to land and resources owned 

communally or by the state be restricted? 

    

Information on Displaced Persons: 

 
Any estimate of the likely number of persons that will be displaced by the 

Subproject? [ ]   No [ ]  Yes 

If yes, approximately how many?    

Are any of them poor, female-heads of households, or vulnerable to poverty risks? 

[ ]   No [ ]  Yes 

Are any displaced persons from indigenous or ethnic minority groups? 

[ ]   No [ ]  Yes 
 

Note: The subproject team may attach additional information on the subproject, as necessary. 

 
IR Categorization: Prepared by: Credit Officer or Assistant 

Name and Signature: 

 A – significant IR impacts (200 or more); RP 

required 

 B – insignificant IR impacts; RP required 

 C – no impact; no requirement 

 
 

Designation:   

Date:    

Reviewed by: Chief Manager or Branch 
Manager 

Name and Signature: 
 

 
 

Designation:   

Date:    
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INDIGENOUS PEOPLES SCREENING CHECKLIST 

 
Name of BDB branch: 

 

 
Name of Sub-borrower: 
 

 
Location: 
 

 
 

 
KEY CONCERNS 

(Please provide elaborations 

on the Remarks column) 

 

YES 

 

NO 

 
NOT 

KNOWN 

 

Remarks 

A. Indigenous Peoples Identification 

1. Are there socio-cultural groups present 

in or use the subproject area who may be 

considered as "indigenous communities" 

in the subproject area? 

    

2. Are there national or local laws or 

policies as well as anthropological 

researches/studies that consider these 

groups as indigenous communities?  

    

3. Do such groups self-identify as being 

part of a distinct social and cultural 

group? 

 

 

    

4. Do such groups maintain collective 

attachments to distinct habitats or 

ancestral territories and/or to the natural 

resources in these habitats and 

territories? 
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KEY CONCERNS 

(Please provide elaborations 

on the Remarks column) 

 

YES 

 

NO 

 
NOT 

KNOWN 

 

Remarks 

5. Do such groups maintain cultural, 

economic, social, and political institutions 

distinct from the dominant society and 

culture? 

    

6. Do such groups speak a distinct 

language or dialect? 

    

7. Has such groups been historically, 

socially and economically marginalized, 

disempowered, excluded, and/or 

discriminated against? 

    

8. Are such groups represented as 

"Indigenous Peoples" in any formal 

decision- making bodies at the national 

or local 

levels? 

    

 B. Identification of Potential Impacts 

9. Will the subproject directly or indirectly 

benefit or target Indigenous Peoples? 

    

10. Will the subproject directly or 

indirectly affect Indigenous Peoples' 

traditional socio-cultural and belief 

practices? (e.g. child-rearing, health, 

education, arts, and governance) 

    

11. Will the subproject affect the 

livelihood systems of Indigenous 

Peoples? (e.g., food production system, 

natural resource management, crafts 

and trade, 

employment status) 

    

12. Will the subproject be in an area (land 

or territory) occupied, owned, or used by 

Indigenous Peoples, and/or claimed as 

ancestral domain? 
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KEY CONCERNS 

(Please provide elaborations 

on the Remarks column) 

 

YES 

 

NO 

 
NOT 

KNOWN 

 

Remarks 

C. Identification of Special Requirements 

 Will the subproject activities include: 

13. Commercial development of the 

cultural resources and knowledge of 

Indigenous Peoples? 

    

14. Physical displacement from traditional 

or customary lands? 

    

15. Commercial development of natural 

resources (such as minerals, 

hydrocarbons, forests, water, hunting or 

fishing grounds) within customary lands 

under use that would impact the 

livelihoods or the cultural, ceremonial, 

spiritual uses that define the identity and 

community of Indigenous Peoples? 

    

16. Establishing legal recognition of 

rights to lands and territories that are 

traditionally owned or customarily used, 

occupied or claimed by indigenous 

peoples? 

    

17. Acquisition of lands that are 

traditionally owned or customarily used, 

occupied or claimed by indigenous 

peoples? 

    

 

D. Anticipated subproject impacts on Indigenous Peoples 

 
Subproject 

component/ 

activity/ output 

Anticipated positive effect Anticipated negative effect 

LIST ALL SUBPROJECT 

COMPONENT / ACTIVITY / 

OUTPUTS HERE 

1. 

INDICATE EFFECTS TO 

IPS OR PUT N/A AS 

NECESSARY 
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2. 
  

3. 
  

4. 
  

5. 
  

 

Note: The subproject team may attach additional information on the subproject, as necessary. 

 
IP Categorization: 

 
 A – significant impacts; IPP required 

 B – insignificant impacts; IPP required 

 C – no impact; no requirement 

Prepared by: Credit Officer or Assistant 

Name and Signature:   

  

Designation:    

Date:    

Reviewed by: Chief Manager or Branch 
Manager 

Name and Signature:   

  

Designation:    

Date:    
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LIST OF ACTIVITIES NOT REQUIRING ENVIRONMENTAL CLEARANCE (LIST A) 

 
1. Oil mill, Flour mill, Rice mill (cottage and small scale) 
2. Setting up of Dry Cleaning Services 
3. Consultancy firms 
4. Cinemas not involving land use changes 
5. Barber shops 
6. Communication services (telephone and TV cable services) 
7. Umbrella repairs 
8. Nursery seedlings 
9. Carpet production without dyes 
10. Restaurants 
11. Arts and handicrafts (cottage and small scale) 
12. Electronic/ electrical repair services 
13. Tailoring 
14. Candle production (cottage and small scale) 
15. Potato chip production (cottage and small scale) 
16. Incense production (cottage and small scale) 
17. Jari production (cottage and small scale) 
18. Noodle production (cottage and small scale) 
19. Audio visuals services (not involving land use change) 
20. Cobbling 
21. Training institute not involving land use changes 
22. Desktop publishing 
23. Photo studio without developing and printing facilities 
24. Indoor games (not involving construction) 
25. Cycle repairs 
26. Beauty parlors 
27. Quilt makers 
28. Clearing and forwarding agents 
29. Tour and travel services 
30. Discotheques 
31. Textile production without dyes 
32. Manufacture of organic fertilizers 
33. Road resurfacing 
34. Road maintenance 
35. Bioengineering 
36. Bridge maintenance not involving land use changes 
37. Road improvement (base course/black topping) 
38. Construction of residential houses 
39. Goods and passenger transport 
40. Smithery works 
41. Laundry services 
42. Tyre and tube repair services 
43. Day care centre for children 
44. Construction of mule track 
45. Construction of archery ground/range 
46. Construction of crematorium 
47. Setting up of bakery/confectioneries (small and cottage size) 
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48. Establishment of digital photo studio (small and cottage size) 
49. Construction of labour camps 
50. Construction of rural water supply scheme (less than or equal to 10000 l/day) 
51. Permanent work (retaining wall, breast wall, causeway) 
52. Allocation of forest produce to rural communities outside Forest 

Management Unit (FMU) 
53. Sanitation (dead trees/diseased trees etc.) operation outside and inside FMU 
54. Activities related to agriculture research and development 
55. Establishment of cardamom plantation and other commercial plantations 

(mushroom, hazelnut, coffee, potato, ginger, soya beans, dallay, sunflower, 
bamboo, kiwi, castor oil, orchid, traditional medicine, berry) not involving use 
of GMOs (Genetically Modified Organism) and Living Modified Organism 
(LMOs) (small and cottage sized) 

56. Assembling of wire mesh, furniture, mobile (small and cottage size provided 
the activity is as per the approved Local Area Plan/Industrial Estate/Special 
Economic Zone with Environmental Clearance) 

57. Manufacturing of herbal tea, incense, paper egg tray, feed mills, toilet 
paper/paper napkins, pan masal unit, betel nut, ice cream manufacturing, 
cardboard, paper disposal utensils and handmade paper (small and cottage 
size provided the activity is as per the approved Local Area Plan/Industrial 
Estate/ Special Economic zone with Environmental Clearance) 

58. Construction and operation of hotels within Thromdes 
59. Establishment of weigh Bridge 
60. Establishment of Auction yards/storage yard 
61. Setting up of craft services based on indigenous and local materials (small 

and cottage size) 
62. Establishment of tattoo parlor 
63. Establishment of skin cosmetics 
64. Establishment of utilities and service lines within approved Local Area Plan 

with Environmental Clearance 
65. Setting up of vegetable market sheds 
66. Development of parking space 
67. Establishment of community forestry and private forestry harvesting 
68. Afforestation and reforestation works 
69. Management and collection of non-wood forest produce 
70. Interior design services (not involving land use changes) 
71. Vehicle towing and recovery services (not involving land use changes) 
72. Repair and maintenance of electric transformers (not involving land use changes) 
73. Repair and maintenance of optic fibers (not involving land use changes) 
74. Overseas employment agency (not involving land use changes) 
75. Provision of IT services (IT office solution for material management, fixed 

Assets, human resources, payroll, financial and accountancy- not involving land 
use changes) 

76. Organic farming 
77. Weight loss, yoga, health club, swimming pool, gymnasia, sports clubs 

and fitness centre (not involving land use changes) 
78. Spa, massage parlor, hot stone bath centre (not involving land use changes) 
79. Film distribution 
80. Auctioning of goods and property (not involving land use changes) 
81. Labour recruitment agency 
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82. Advertisement and marketing services 
83. Courier services 
84. Real estate services not involving construction 
85. Asset brokerage 
86. Event management 
87. Delivery services 
88. Security services 
89. Hiring and rental services 
90. Building repair and maintenance services (plumbing, cleaning, electrical, 
 mason, carpentry, painting, tank cleaning etc.) 
91. Education and tutorial services not involving land use changes 
92. Floriculture (cottage and small) 
93. Home processed food (cottage) 
94. Translation/interpretation services/legal services 
95. Tourism services (rafting and kayaking, rock climbing, boating, camping etc) 
 not involving land use change 
96. Hostel, guest houses and service apartments not involving land use change 
97. Air line Services 
98. Upholstery 
99. Monsoon Damage Restoration works 
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LIST OF ACTIVITIES THAT THE COMPETENT AUTHORITIES SHALL SCREEN AND ISSUE 
ENVIRONMENTAL CLEARANCE (LIST B) 

 

 

Competent 
Authority 

ACTIVITIES/SUBPROJECTS 

Department 
of Industry 

1. Wooden/steel furniture units 
2. Establishment and operation of Sawmill (medium and large scale) 
3. Sawdust Briquetting Plant (medium and large scale) 
4. Establishment/setting up of Printing Press 
5. Tyre rethreading activities 
6. Setting up of Bakery/ Confectionery (medium and large scale) 
7. Oil mill, Flour mill, Rice mill (medium and large scale) 
8. Establishment of Digital Photo Studio (medium and large scale) 
9. Hollow Blocks manufacturing 
10. Fabrication activities 
11. Carpet Production using dyes (exempted for use of local (organic) 

dyes for cottage and small) 
12. Textile Production using dyes (exempted for use of local (organic) 

dyes for cottage and small) 
13. Making of paper Packaging Products (cottage and small scale) 
14. Establishment of Micro Brewery (cottage and small) 
15. Establishment and operation of Fuel Depot /Fuel Station 
16. Manufacturing of Dairy Products (cottage and small scale) 
17. Tooth pick manufacturing unit(cottage and small scale) 

Department 
of Geology 
and Mines 

1. Mineral Exploration for verifying mineral deposits 
2. Responses to natural disasters/ hazards 

Ministry of 
Works and 
Human 
Settlements 

1. Construction of Urban Roads (exempted within approved LAP [Local 
Area Plan] with Environmental Clearance) 

2. Development of Housing Estates/ Colonies 
3. Construction of Urban Drainage (exempted within approved LAP 

with Environmental Clearance) 
4. River Training or Flood Protection works 

Department 
of Forest and 
Park Services 

1. Surface Collection of sand and boulder 
2. Sand Dredging activities 
3. Construction of Biking Trails 
4. Setting up of Rope ways 
5. Floriculture (medium and large scale) 

Department 
of Agriculture 

Construction of Irrigation Channel 

Department 
of Livestock 

Livestock Activities such as setting up of Dairy Farms, Poultry farms, 
fisheries, piggery, pasture development, broiler farm, slaughter house, dog 
pound and bee keeping (medium and large scale)(exempted for small and 
cottage scale) 
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Establishment and operation of Meat Processing plant 

Ministry of 
Health 

Medical Services (Diagnostic centers and X-ray) 

Dzongkhag 
Environment 
Committee 

1. Road widening/curve improvement activities (NECS 
[National Environment Commission Secretariat] -if road 
widening/curve improvement falls under two or more 
Dzongkhags) 

2. Road Realignment (NECS-if road alignment falls under two or 
more Dzongkhags) 

3. Construction of Bridge 
4. Construction of Power Tiller Road 
5. Construction of Farm Road and Feeder Road (NECS-if road 

alignment falls under two or more Dzongkhags) 
6. Construction of RNR Centers including staff quarters as package 
7. Construction of Gewog Centers including staff quarters as package 
8. Construction of Lhakhang/ Chorten 
9. Construction of BHU and ORC (Outreach clinic Centers) 
10. Construction of Rural Water Supply Scheme (More than 10000 L/Day) 

11. Construction of Transmission lines with sub-station (Less or equal to 
33 KV) (NECS-if the transmission lines fall under two or more 
Dzongkhags) 

12. Construction of Hotels/Resorts/ Serviced Apartments within 
Dzongkhag Jurisdiction (NECS-if hotels/ resorts/service apartments fall 
under two or more Dzongkhags) 

13. Establishment of Recreational Facilities (Park and Gardens) (NECS-
if recreational facilities fall under two or more Dzongkhags) 

14. Establishment of Dump yard (excavated materials) 

DEC or 
Thromde 

1. Automobile Services (Workshop and water servicing) 
2. Establishment and operation of Sawmill (cottage and small 

scale) Sawdust Briquetting Plant (cottage and small scale) 
3. Setting up and operation of Stone Crushing unit (cottage and small scale) 
4. Setting up of Telecommunication Towers 
5. Construction of Private Road 
6. Setting up and operation of Hot Mix Plant/Wet Mix Plant, Asphalt 

Plant, Bitumen Plant, Concrete Batching Plant 
7. Construction of Community, Primary, Lower, Middle and 

Higher Secondary Schools (Private or government) 



 

 
 

 


